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HARDWARE INTERFACE FEATURES

DMXIS SOFTWARE FEATURES
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APPLICATIONS

?Bands

?Bars

?DJs

?Hardware style user interface is quick to learn and 
easy to use

?Controls any DMX-512 compatible light fixture, 
including classic dimmer packs, LED fixtures, and 
intelligent lighting (e.g. scanners & moving heads)

?Create static looks, dynamic chases & moving effects 
with smooth cross-fades

?Intuitive tempo-based approach, for perfect 
synchronisation of lighting & music

?Runs as a standalone program, VST plug-in, or Audio 
Unit plug-in**

?Supports 512 DMX channels & unlimited number of 
fixtures

? Outputs one DMX-512 universe (512 channels of 
control)

? Full microprocessor control (guarantees reliable DMX 
operation)

? 1500V full isolation (protects your computer)

? 3 and 5 pin DMX outputs (compatible with any 
DMX512 light fixture)

? Powered directly from the USB cable

? 1/4 inch stereo Footswitch input* for easy scene 
switching
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DMXIS is the easy way to create exciting live 
light shows with your Mac OS X® or 
Windows® based computer. 

Simply connect the DMXIS hardware interface 
to your computer, hook up your DMX-512 
lighting rig, and you're ready to create stunning 
light shows using the intuitive DMXIS software 
controller. 

The standalone DMXIS software program lets 
you use a simple footswitch* or MIDI controller 
to manually control your light show from the 
stage. 

Want full show automation, with perfect sync of 
audio & lighting from a single computer? No 
problem - the DMXIS plug-in lets you run your 
light show directly within your favorite audio 
sequencer or DJ software program!**" 

Intuitive Lighting
control

Specifications: 
H53mm W115mm D85mm / H2.08in W4.5in D3.4in
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*Footswitch not included. 
program which supports VST or Audio Unit plug-ins.

**Plug-in is an optional feature, requires a host 
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